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Educational Technology professionals to follow on Twitter 
 
1. @russell1955 (Russell Stannard) 
Winner of the British Council Technology Award 2010, Russell runs teachertrainingvideos.com 
and tweets about using technology in education. 
  
2. @hannahtyreman (Hannah Tyreman) 
Hannah reflects and writes about her experiences as an English teacher in Post 16 education, 
CPD leadership and her current role as Online Learning Specialist at the Chartered College of 
Teaching. 
  
3. @GrahamBM (Graham Brown-Martin) 
Graham is the founder of Learning Without Frontiers, a global think tank that brought together 
renowned educators, technologists and creatives to share provocative and challenging ideas 
about the future of learning. 
  
4. @MaryMyatt (Mary Myatt) 
Mary spends time in schools talking to pupils, teachers and leaders about learning, leadership 
and the curriculum. She maintains that there are no quick fixes and that great outcomes for 
pupils are not achieved through tick boxes. She is working with senior leaders on the link 
between educational values and high standards. 
  
5. @Doug_Lemov (Doug Lemov) 
Doug is the author of the international bestseller Teach Like a Champion. He is the coauthor 
with TLAC team colleagues of Practice Perfect, Reading Reconsidered: A Practical Guide to 
Rigorous Literacy Instruction. In addition to his work studying teachers he is the front man in the 
nation’s foremost Kenny G cover band. His favorite words are "Huzzah" and "Yam". He is also 
founder of @UncommonSchools. 
  
6. @alicekeeler (Alice Keeler) 
Alice is a Google certified teacher and author of '50 Things You Can Do With Google 
Classroom'. She tweets regularly about #EdTech. 
  
7. @LordJimKnight (Lord Jim Knight) 
Jim is the Chief Education and External Officer at TES, visiting professor at the London 
Knowledge Lab of the Institute of Education and a member of the House of Lords. He shares his 
thoughts about teaching, learning and education. 
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8. @KLMorgan_2 (Kathryn Morgan) 
Kathryn is the Director of Professional Development and Research-Based Learning at the 
Prince Albert Community Trust in Birmingham. She’s part of the #SLTchat team, as well as the 
UKEd_WMids account. She believes that the quality of a school can only truly be measured by 
the effectiveness of its teachers 
  
9. @DrSamSims (Sam Sims) 
Sam Sims is a quantitative education researcher, interested in teachers’ and education policy. 
He works at the Centre for Education Improvement Science at the UCL Institute of Education 
and as a researcher at Education Datalab. 
  
10. @OhLottie (Claire Lotriet) 
Claire is an assistant  headteacher, author and EdTech columnist for the @TES. She is a an 
Naace award winner and Google certified teacher. 
  
11. @Informed_Edu (David Weston) 
As the CEO and founder of @TeacherDevTrust, and Chair of @educationgovuk CPD Group, 
David is an inspiring man. He’s also the founder of @OutTeacher (check out his great TEDx talk 
here). As well as an author and former maths and physics teacher. 
  
12. @ICTEvangelist (Mark Anderson) 
Mark has been an assistant headteacher, head of faculty, head of department, teacher and 
governor. Now he is an award-winning educator, speaker, consultant, blogger and author. 
  
13. @MatthewAKraft (Matthew A. Kraft)  
He is Associate Professor of Education and Economics at Brown University. The former high 
school teacher went on to write the research paper ‘The Effect of Teacher Coaching on 
Instruction and Achievement’ alongside Harvard colleague David Blazaar. 
  
14. @AdvocateforEd (The Edvocate) 
The Edvocate is an online magazine devoted to fighting for education equity, reform and 
innovation, including the use of technology in education. Check out: theedadvocate.org 
  
15. @web20classroom (Steven Anderson) 
Steven has been named one of the top 50 innovators in education and is a keen educator, 
speaker, blogger, author and learning evangelist. 
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Educational Technology blogs to read 
 
iLearn Technology 
Check out the featured posts on iLearn Technology, where teacher-turned-tech integration 
specialist Kelly Tenkely offers nifty tech tips and tools like Math Pickle and Off-Road Algebra 
that make story problems relatable, along with entries in a series on professional development. 
 
Educational Technology and Mobile Learning 
Med Kharbach is the teacher, graduate student, and professional blogger behind Educational 
Technology and Mobile Learning. On his site, the Halifax, Canada resident aims to help 
educators better incorporate technology into the educational setting by sharing tutorials, reviews 
of free tools and free educational mobile apps and book recommendations. The site’s Guides 
tab features pointers on everything from using blogs in the classroom, to maximizing the use of 
social networking and personal learning networks. 
 
Virtual School Meanderings 
On Virtual School Meanderings, Assistant Professor of Instructional Technology and Education 
Evaluation & Research Michael Barbour shares distance education resources and ponders 
ideas on the effective online delivery of material to K-12 students in virtual and cyber 
classrooms. 
 
E-Learning Queen 
Susan Smith Nash has been involved with e-learning for more than two decades. On the 
E-Learning Queen, Susan, who has a PhD in English, produces a variety of posts – from those 
that explore the history of mobile learning (m-learning) to an Innovators of Education series, in 
which she interviews leaders in the fields of e-learning and m-learning. When she’s not 
blogging, Susan (who insists her readers are the Queen; she is merely the assistant) develops 
and administers e-learning, m-learning, face-to-face, and hybrid education, training, and 
professional development programs. 
 
Teaching…My Calling 
National Board Certified fourth-grade literacy teacher Cara Whitehead wears multiple hats at 
her school; she is also the Technology Coordinator, Webmaster and Social Media Promoter. On 
Teaching…My Calling, she explains how she uses sites like Voki for her students’ biographical 
research projects (the site allows users to create talking avatars) and how the website 
Vocabulary Spelling City comes in handy as she introduces holiday-themed vocabulary. 
 
Cool Cat Teacher 
Students christened Vicki Davis ‘Cool Cat Teacher,’ the name of this blog that aims to “inspire, 
encourage, and inform” and ends each post with a reminder of the nobility of the calling to 

http://ilearntechnology.com/
https://www.educatorstechnology.com/
https://virtualschooling.wordpress.com/
http://elearnqueen.blogspot.com/
http://teachingmycalling.blogspot.com/
https://www.coolcatteacher.com/


teach; coverage of education & tech news and spotlighting Flat Classroom strategies for using 
technology to bridge cultures are examples of this blog’s content. 
 
Emerging Ed Tech 
Emerging Ed Tech includes weekly articles and accompanying video posts by 20-year veteran 
of the IT industry and Director of Institutional Information & Technology, Kelly Walsh, taking on 
timely topics like the success of iPads in schools, sharing nifty tech tools like “classroom 
management” app NetSupport School, and offering 100 ideas for turning Twitter into a teacher’s 
helper. 
 
The Innovative Educator 
The Innovative Educator by the author of Teaching Generation Text, Lisa Nielsen, offers ideas 
on unschooling and passion-based learning, along with a vision for tuning in today’s plugged-in 
students instead of blaming and banning technology, including embracing cell phones in school. 
 
The Official Slack Blog 
The Official Slack Blog gives professor and Technology Director Kristen Swanson a platform for 
sharing the Slack experience, offering education, certification, and stories about Slack, and how 
it relates to professional learning. 
 
Free Technology for Teachers 
Free Technology for Teachers is Richard Byrne’s award-winning edublog dedicated to sharing 
resources and practical ideas for their application, including an arsenal of tools for creating 
video montage “Book Trailers” that add a new dimension to the classic book report and a wealth 
of alternatives to YouTube for classrooms that lack access to the catch-all video site. 
 
Creating Lifelong Learners 
Creating Lifelong Learners is the award-winning blog by K-5 teacher Matthew Needleman, who 
shares tips on creating an iPhone app based on his own experience developing Reading 
Remedies and offers ideas for presenting videos in class that draw on his passion for 
incorporating digital movie-making in the classroom. 
 
Educational Technology Guy 
Educational Technology Guy by Education Technology Specialist and former Aerospace 
Engineer Dave Andrade is packed with classroom resources, including top picks from Discovery 
Education Network and ideas for utilizing cloud storage, launching Project Based Learning and 
finding funding. 
 
Ask a Tech Teacher 
The thrill of introducing early learners to technology motivates Jacqui Murray, whose blog Ask a 
Tech Teacher is a treasure of resources for subjects ranging from “Math Automaticity” to 
Animals Units to Human Anatomy, along with inspiring tech-integrated lesson plans categorized 
by subject and grade. 

https://www.emergingedtech.com/
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21 Apples 
The evolution of education is a key theme for “constructivist” educator and girls school Dean of 
Faculty, Arvind S. Grover, who takes an iconic symbol into the 21st century on his blog 
21Apples, reflecting on cyberbullying, research into brain differences by gender, and the 
reasons social media is an essential educator tool. 
 
assorted stuff 
On his blog assortedstuff, Instructional Technology Specialist Tim Stahmer examines the state 
of American public schools, sounds the death knell for traditional computer labs and cautions 
not to make the vendor/expo area your main take-away from professional development 
conferences. 
 
Learning with ‘e’s 
Learning with ‘e’s is the award-nominated edublog by associate professor, keynote speaker, 
editorial board member and e-Learning conference chair Steve Wheeler, who proposes new 
attitudes and approaches to teach a generation of digital natives, wonders if blogging can 
convert reluctant student writers, and explores why teachers resist blogging and the reasons 
they shouldn’t. 
 
2 Cents Worth 
Author David Warlick offers observations and ideas on education, thoughts on education 
technology, and things learned during his 35 years as an educator. 
 
always learning 
Kim Cofino teaches technology around the world and writes in-depth articles about teaching 
technology, using blogs for student portfolios, and her experiences teaching in different 
countries. 
 
Teacher Reboot Camp 
Shelly Terrell authors this resource-rich site which features video interviews with teachers, 
shares lists of helpful teaching resources, and aims to create a collaborative environment for 
helping teachers engage students. 
 
Teach42 
Steve Dembo, a former school Director of Technology and current Director of Social Media 
Strategy and Online Community at Discovery Education shares tips for getting the most out of 
education conferences, recommends useful education websites and apps, and potential of 
iPads in education. 
 
Hack Education 
Education technology writer Audrey Watters provides teachers with food for thought on how 
technology is impacting education, ed tech news, and recommendations of apps and ebooks 
that can help teachers. 

http://www.21apples.org/
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edtech Vision 
Portland new media teacher Colette Cassinelli shares her experience launching an edcamp, 
teaching students about Creative Commons, using QR codes in the classroom, and shares her 
top technology tools to promote reading. 
 
High Techpectations 
Lucy Gray finds the best educational technology resources and useful articles on education 
tools and discusses how schools can evolve in the 21st century. 
 
The Nerdy Teacher 
Nicholas Provenzano is an edcamp speaker and runs the education e-zine ProjectPLN. At 
Nerdy Teacher, he shares helpful websites and education apps, and why teachers should vent 
on Twitter and start a blog. 
 
Drape’s Takes 
Darren Draper is the Director of Technology Services of a school district in Colorado and shares 
his passion for technology in education at Drape’s Takes including thoughts on the devolution of 
blogging, helping schools to adapt to the changes in society, and whether online education is a 
good idea for rural schools. 
 
On an E-Journey with Generation Y 
Australian information technology teacher Anne Mirtschin shares her passion for the immersion 
of technology into learning, tutorials for using online tools like wikis, and writes about taking rural 
students into the city to experience working in the city. 
 
Yes Tech! 
Instructional technology coordinator Pam Shoemaker authors Yes Tech! which shares ideas on 
technology integration, commentary on school technology policies, and her experiences 
attending and organizing education conferences. 
 
For the Love of Teaching 
Diane Dahl shares fascinating brain research that can be applied to helping students learn and 
technology tools for the classroom at her blog For the Love of Teaching. Diane writes about a 
wide range of helpful topics for teachers from the plasticity of the brain to how to turn a 
classroom projector into a multi-touch whiteboard. 
 
Tech Transformation 
On Tech Transformation, Maggie Hos-McGrane reflects on defining her own criteria for 
choosing a school, maximizing the 7 million seconds that span a student’s career and teaching 
citizenship from the unique perspective of an international teacher. 
 
 
 

http://edtechvision.org/
https://elemenous.typepad.com/
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Angela Maiers 
Frequent features of Tech Education Consultant Angela Maiers’ eponymous blog include “Chalk 
Talk” on the blog beat, positive “Habitudes” that foster success, and the passionate pursuit of 
“The Passion-Driven Classroom,” just one book title by this prolific author. 
 
Reflections of a Techie 
A second-career teacher with a passion for science, Martha Ratzel ponders evolving classroom 
roles, developing digital footprints, engaging online learners and creating a “Wondering Corner” 
dedicated to reverse engineering on her blog, Reflections of a Techie. 
 
Blogging About the Web 2.0 Connected Classroom 
Along with a treasure-trove of posted resources, Blogging About the Web 2.0 Connected 
Classroom gives educator and District Instructional Technologist Steven Anderson a place to 
ponder unplugging for a week-long digital fast and pursuing professional development in 
pajamas. 
 
Doug – Off the Record 
Doug – Off the Record is the blog platform for veteran instructor and tech education integrator 
Doug Peterson, who shares a quest to capture sunsets at CATCCamp, concerns about 
Facebook security, and excitement over the potential of interactive e-books to add a new 
dimension to literary classics and student essays. 
 
Edu-(Tech)niques 
Edu-(Tech)niques is the blog by Hong Kong-based K-5 Instructional Technology Coordinator 
Colin Gallagher, who describes introducing kindergartners to iPods using colorful cartoon icons, 
conducting his own Twitter survey of teachers and tech integration, and facing challenges that 
come with being a school’s tech position pioneer. 
 
Bud the Teacher 
Bud the Teacher is the blog by Instructional Technologist and National Writing Project affiliate 
Bud Hunt, who posts about the importance of teachers taking charge of their learning and 
students discovering their own voices, and issues an open letter asking caregivers and teachers 
to stop bribing kids for every accomplishment and good deed. 
 
The Power of Educational Technology 
On The Power of Educational Technology, Director of Academic Technology Liz B. Davis offers 
hysteria-free advice to parents on the topic of social media, a lesson learned from an application 
rejection and a wealth of advice for maximizing the experience of Educon, Ignite and Edcamp 
attendees. 
 
Hey Jude 
Hey Jude helps educators navigate the rapidly changing landscape in search and social 
networking and provides insights into preparing students for a digital world. 

https://www.angelamaiers.com/blog.html
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EdTech Sandy K 
Sandy Kendell provides thoughtful articles on the need for technology trainers, education 
budget issues, ideas for using online tools in the classroom, and reflections on getting an online 
master’s degree. 
 
Ed Tech Ideas 
Technology Integration Specialist Keith Ferrell provides great information on school technology 
integration including recommendations of useful websites, free online tech tools, and thoughts 
on overcoming parent fears about using tools like Skype in the classroom. 
 
21st Century Educational Technology and Learning 
Michael Gorman provides helpful articles with tips for teaching 21st-century learners, reviews of 
educational game sites, and discussion about moving toward a digital curriculum. 
 
Whooo’s Reading: The Blog 
With a focus on technology integration, Learn2Earn includes a wealth of tips and ideas for using 
technology in the classroom, reflections on how teachers can maximize technology’s value in 
the classroom, and analysis on current issues in Ed-Tech. 
 
The Fischbowl 
The Fischbowl gives 23-year classroom veteran and current Director of Technology Karl Fisch a 
platform to muse on reshaping the education system at this pivotal moment instead of waiting 
for the tipping point, while his “Did You Know/Shift Happens” series invites teachers to start a 
dialogue on preparing kids with 21st-century skills. 
 
Technology Tidbits 
At Technology Tidbits David Kapuler reviews and recommends tons of online tools and sites for 
education, shares tips for the iPad, and provides a list of the top social networks for education. 
 
Kassblog 
Director of Information Technology Richard Kassissieh discusses open source tools for 
education, using the iPad in the classroom, how schools can integrate experiential learning, and 
takes readers through the experience of troubleshooting IT issues. 
 

Educational Technology Podcasts to subscribe/listen 
 
TEDTalks Education– TEDTalks have long been recognized as a popular source of            
information for all types of audiences. These talks feature well-known presenters as well as              
newcomers. These last no longer than eighteen minutes and include speakers from a wide              
variety of perspectives. 

http://edtechsandyk.blogspot.com/
https://edtechideas.com/
https://21centuryedtech.wordpress.com/
http://blog.whooosreading.org/
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Instructional Tech Talk– This podcast is hosted by Jeff Herb, an educator and administrator              
from Illinois. This podcast focuses specifically on building technology at the local level, whether              
that’s in your classroom, building, or district. The podcasts are geared towards professionals at              
all levels, from teachers to superintendents to other educational professionals. 

Teaching in Higher Ed– This podcasts focuses specifically on improving productivity in the             
postsecondary setting, with a major emphasis on incorporating technology. For example, host            
Bonni Stachowiak hosts sessions such as “the top five gadgets for teaching” and “how to               
improve personal productivity.” 

Teaching Online Podcast– Teaching Online Podcast, also referred to as TOPcast, is hosted             
by officials from the University of Central Florida. This focuses on the future of online teaching,                
as well as how podcasts in particular can be used to enhance teaching and professional               
development. 

Tech Gypsies– Hosted by Audrey Watters and Kin Lane, this podcast discusses the latest              
news in educational technology, focusing specifically on concepts such as open software. 

House of EdTech– If you’re looking for a highly authentic podcast, this one is a must-listen.                
Created by Christopher J. Nesi, a K-12 educator, this show features interviews with technology              
experts and specific tips about how to create a classroom project. 

Techlandia– Techlandia isn’t entirely dedicated to education, but features such a large and             
diverse number of podcasts to make it a worthy listen. These in-depth podcasts cover a wide                
range of topics, for example, how to use educational technology to work with students with               
autism. 

EdChat Radio– This podcast scours Twitter to determine the biggest names and trends in the               
field of education technology. These podcasts are free to watch and are excellent, up-to-date              
resources for educators of all kinds. 

Every Classroom Matters– If you’re interested in creating a stronger relationship with your             
students through the use of technology, this is the way to go. This podcast discusses strategies                
and specific technological techniques that can be used to enhance teacher-student           
relationships. 

EDUTalk– This podcast allows teachers and students to share their experiences with            
technology in the educational setting. This unique program even allows users to upload their              
own related podcasts for others to listen to. 
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